To HELP the Poor People’s Campaign, OPPOSE Nuclear Weapons
The Poor People’s Campaign sees connections across many issues. Nuclear weapons hurt poor people in many ways.
In order to get the U.S. Senate’s hawks to agree to a nuclear weapons treaty with Russia, Obama caved in to
them and agreed to replace ALL of the U.S.’s nuclear weapons and ALL of the related missiles, bombers and
submarines with horribly expensive new ones. This will cost much more than $1 TRILLION. Trump and
the Republican Congress are enthusiastically supporting this. Paying for ALL new nuclear weapons will
mean cutting much federal funding for poor people.
If nuclear weapons are used, poor people – along with everyone else – will be killed and disabled, and our
communities will be utterly destroyed.
Nuclear weapons polarize “us vs. them.” Such polarization hurts poor people and people of color.
Native Americans have suffered from the uranium mining that has disproportionately occurred on their land.

Connect with the Olympia Coalition to Abolish Nuclear Weapons
We meet monthly and carry out various activities to educate and mobilize the public and put pressure on the
government. Contact us at nuclearweapons@olympiafor.org (360) 491-9093.
See information at the “Nuclear Weapons” part of www.parallaxperspectives.org Watch an informative video
interview, read a thorough summary of what we said, and see information sources at the summary’s end:
www.parallaxperspectives.org/nuclear-weapons-updates-dangers-and-opportunities
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